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1.0 SUMMARY

1.1 Introduction

Many current ESM systems employ wide field of view antennas for detection and
location of emitters. These systems can have their signal processing system
overloaded when a large number of signals are detected, or can be rendered
inoperative when as little as one high power jammer is in the field of view.
Therefore, due to the large number of and differing types of emitters against
which todays system must operate, a "spatial filter" capability is an absolute
requirement. In addition, in order to handle the multitude of threats, the
system must have a wide bandwidth and short revisit time capability. Because
of these additional requirements, the best means for achieving spatial
filtering is by using a multibeam antenna such as a Butler Matrix or Rotman
Lens. A low-sidelobe, narrow beamwidth antenna can also provide improved
system sensitivity due to its higher gain, and improved S/N ratio due to its
rejection of interfering signals.

Therefore, given a multibeam antenna, how can we best utilize its aperture
and capabilities to optimize the locaticn accuracy and anti-jam capability
of its ESM system, and what compromises in antenna performance must be accepted
when using this optimum technique? This is the question we have addressed.

This study was performed as part of PBA 918, "Airborne 3 Electronic Warfare
Technology", and was done in support of the Strategic C /Airborne Intelligence
Group.

1.2 Task Description

The purpose of this study was to analyze techniques for combining outputs
from a multibeam antenna,such as a Butler Matrix or a Rotman Lens, in order
to implement a direction of arrival (DOA) capability.

Emphasis was placed on determiniaig the accuracy of several DOA techniques as
a function of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio with a common antenna aperture. The
Impact of cross polarization and sidelobeson DOA accuracy was also considered.
Study results will assist in defining antenna types for ESM systems and their
performance capabilities. •

1 .3 Method of Solution

An eight element linear array was chosen for the analysis since the geometry
would then be compatible with either a Butler Matrix or Rotman Lens antenna.
Radiation patterns for the "Butler" ibeams were computed and plotted using an
HP 9820 calculator and plotter. Except where noted, the antenna aperture was
held constant for all the analysis.

01 80-24987-1
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1.3 Method of Solution (Continued)

DOA techniques examined were as follows:

(1) Amplitude comparison between uniform illumination beams.

(2) Use edge elements as interferometer and beam selection for ambiguity
resolution. Uniform illumination beams.

(3) Same as (1) except cosine illumination beams.

(4) Same as (2) except cosine illumination beams.

(5) Monopulse technique combining adjacent uniform illumination beams.

(6) Continuous beam steering with cosine illumination beams.

The DOA accuracy of these techniques was computed as a function of S/N ratio
using the relationships described in Section 2.5. A comparison of relative
DOA accuracy, using a common antenna aperture, was then made. Analysis was
performed to determine the effect of (1) sidelobe level and (2) cross polari-
zation on DOA accuracy.

1.4 Results

DOA Technique fl: The schematic for an eight element linear array interfaced
with a Butler Matrix is shown in Figure 1.4-1. This array forms the basis
for all the computations that follow. Radiation patterns for a X/2 spacing
between elements and a uniform distribution are shown in Figures 1.4-2 to
1.4.6. Only the left-hand beams are plotted since the right-hand beams are Imirror images.

Since this technique uses uniform aperture illumination, it provides the
maximum attainable gain value. At 0-0 , the beam crossover occurs at -3.9 dB
relative to the peak of beam(s) IL and IR (Figure 1.4-6). The beam gain
"roll-off" versus angle off broadside is dictated by the element factor and
for the case considered is equal to 20 log (cosg). The gain of the highest
sidelobe for beam(s) I (Figure 1.4-2) is -13 dB relative to the bean peak.
The difference between peak sidelobe and beam peak gain decreases with in-
creasing angle off broadside until for, beam(s) 4 (Figure 1.4-5), the difference
is only 8.5 dB. The half power beam width (HPBW) for the uniform beam is

51
HPBW 4cos where 9 is the angle off broadside and the factor (4) Is the

effective aperture In wavelengths.

OQA Technique #2: If the end elements of the array are used as an interfero-
meter, ambiguous solutions exist since the elements are 3.5 X apart. The
ambiguity can be resolved by determining which beamport provides the strongest

S ( 2
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1.4 Results (Continued)

output signal. The interferometer phase difference versus DOA for the unifomn
illumination beams is plotted in Figure 1.4-7. The radiation pattern of the
interferometer is the same as the element factor (E=cos@), and since each inter-
ferometer element is on-ly one element of the eight element array, its gain
is -9 dB relative to the uniform illumination beams.

DOA Technique #3: The in-phase combination of two adjacent beamports, a Modified
Butler (MB),yields a cosine illumination beam ýReference A). Combining the
eight Butler beams by adjacent pairs via a 180 hybrid yields seven pairs of
sum and difference patterns as shown on Figures 1.4-8 to 1.4-11. A composite
of the sum beams is shown in Figure 1.4-12. In the formation of the MB beams,
the cosine illumination function causes a loss in aperture efficiency of about
0.9 dB, and the peak sidelobe level is reduced to about -25 dB relative to
the beam peak.

D Tchnique4: Using the edge elements as an interferometer as before,
the phase difference versus DOA for the MB cosine illumination beams is plotted
in Figure 1.4-13. The radiation pattern and gain characteristics are the same
as described above.

0 0!A TechniŽque #5: The sum and difference patterns shown in Figures 1.4-8 to
.YA--1 illustrote a pseudo-monopulse technique for BOA determination.

However, unlike a monopulse system the beams are fixed in space and cannot be
moved in a continuous fashion. The peak side!obe gain is only -3 dB relative
to the gain of the difference pattern as shown in Figure 1.4-11,

OA Technicque #6: The radiation patterns for the in-phase combination of two
MR cosine ilumination beams in a 1.1 and 0.5:1 voltage combining ratio are
shown in Figures 1,4-14 and 1.4-15. The beam shown in Figure 1.4-14 was formed
by adding Butler beams IL+IR to IR+2R. The formation of two adjace:it MB beams
causes a 3 dB loss in gain as described in Section 2,2. A technique for
combining these beams in order to provide a continuous beam steering (CBS)
capability is shown in Figure 1.4-16. The response characteristics for the CBS
network are shown in Figures 1.4-17 to 1.4-20 as a function of phase shifter
position. A block diagram illustrating implementation of the network is shown
in Figure 1.4-21.

BOA Accuracy: The performance accuracy of the BOA techniques described above
is shown in Figures 1.4-22 to 1.4-26. A comparison of accuracy values
as a function of SIN ratio and number of pulses averaged is shown in Figures
1.4-27 and 1.4-28. The S(N ratio va'ues are referenced to an arbitrary field
strength that would provide the designated S/N ratio, if the incoming signal
arrived at the peak of the beam, at beamports IL or 1R of the unifovm array.

The relationships used for the Ore bearing error determination are described f

3
1 80-24987-1
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1.4 Results (Continued)

in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. A comparison of computed Ormsand approximate Grms
is shown in Figure 1.4-29. The impact of averaging up to 100 BOA readings
on 9 rs is also shown in Figure i.4-29.

Since all of the Orms calculations descr 4bed above are based upon a constant

antenna aperture, it is of interest to determine the effect of doubling the
antenna aperture length on g ms* If we double the length of our array to 16

elements, we will gain 3 dB in directivity. For comparison purposes 9rms

for a 16 element MB array was computed and plotted and is shown in Figure 1 .4-30.
The gris versus S/N ratio values are again referenced to the 8 element Butler

Array. Comparing Figure 1.4-30 with 1.4-24 at S/N = 20 dB, shows 9rms (16) -

0.550 and 9ris (8) 2 1 .5o, an improvement factor of 2.8.

A signal/jammer ýcenario was examined in order to determine the relative ODA
location performance of the Butler and MB. Results, described in Section 2.6
and Figure 1.4-31, indicate the Butler has a relatively narrow range of
operation in a jamming environment when compared to the MB.

The impact of cross polarization on DOA accuracy was examined and is described
in Section 2,7. Results indicate that the MB is more vulnerable to polari-
zation induced errors than is thu Butler. This result is due to the M8 having
a lower value for (k), the beam difference slope factor.

1.5 Conclusions

Six different DOA techniques were deqcribed in Section 1.3. Based on the
results of this study. conclusions reached concerning these techniques were
as follows:

DOA Technique 0l: Examination of Figures 1.4-27 and 1.4-28 reveals that for
P~�" �,-is technique will provide the single lowest value for &.•ns where at

0 19-0 0S/N - 11 d8, g 1 Since for the uniform beams the HPBW a 12.80,
the beam-split ratio is 13:l, This conflgurati3,, which has the hiqhest gain
and the best single BOA performance, suffers from two major deficiencies.
First, when a signal arrives near a null of one beam, a bearing error bias
exists which is statistically independent of the number of readings taken.
Second, the -13 dB sidelobe, as one would expect, makes the system highly
vulnerable to a jammer, and can cause the bearing error to more than double
when the field strengths of the jamuer and signal are comparable at the
antenna aperture.

049
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1.5 Conclusions (Continued)

DOA Technique #2: Figure 1.4-28 shows that at angles away from broadside,
the addition of an interferometer can improve an ESM system's overall DOA
accuracy. However, since the interferometer lacks any spatial filter capabi-
lity, its role is restricted to that of a passive (non-jamming) or low inter-
ference environment.

DOA Technique #3: The MB provides essentially uniform performarice over the
field of view FOV). Figure 1.4-27 shows that if a large number of pulses
can be averaged it will outperform the Butler by a wide margin. The beam
split ratio can be arrived at from Figure 1.4-24, where Q = 70, S/N - 17 dB,
P~l, it equals 17/1.4 = 12:1.

Using the scenario described in Section 2.6, tý lower sidelobe level of the
MB gives it a definite advantage over the Butler in a jaimning environment as
shown in Figure 1.4-31. However, in a passive situation (with P = 1), the
Butler provides the superior performance due to its higher gain.

As discussed in Section 2.7, signal amplitude measurement errors have about
twice the impact on MB 9 as compared to the Butler 9 , This is due to
the MB (k) factor being Raut one-half that of the ButlPM(k) factor.
Analysis shows that if the ESM system lacks a polarization measurement capabi-
lity, and the antenna lacks polarization purity, the error introduced in the
voltage ratio measurement by a cross polarized signal can easily exceed the( error caused by nrise.

DOATechnique..4: Figure 1.4-28 shows that a significant improvement in BOA
accuracy can be achieved by the addition of an interferometer. Thlis technique
would be useful in a non-jamming environment. Ambiguity resolution ii more
difficult (compared to DOA Technique i2) and requires signal str-ength Tea-ure-
ment in two adjacent beam ports.

DOA Technique #5: Figure 1.4-27 shows that this configuration talls victim
to the same bias error that plague- the Butler. Figure 1.4-26 shows that
good DOA accuracy is achieved only over a narrow portion of the field of
view. In addition, the high sidelobe level for the difference patterns, as
shown in Figures 1.4-8 to 1.4-il makes the system highly vulnerable to
external interfe*-ence. In short, this technique has little to offer.

BOA Technique 46: Continuous beam steering can be achieved by the method
described herein, but the shape of the beam will vary with scan angle. OOA
information could be derived from the phase shifter position but the adapta-
tion time would preclude operation against anything but a steady state signal.
The main advantage of the CBS may lie in the steering of the null, rather than
the steering of the beam. Figures 1.4-19 and 1.4-20 show that a near "see-
through" capability can be created when two signals have a soall angular
separation.

0180-24987-1
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1.5 Conclusions (Continued)

The results of this study are generally applicable to a Rotman Lens Antenna,
except that the beam shape, sidelobe level, and beam crossover parameters
are more flexible in that design.

The 9 nrms bearing error derived in this study constitutes only that portion

of the total error that is due to noise. A total system error analysis must
include error parameters such as: impedance mismatch loss; receiver amplitude
imbalance; transmission line and equipment phase errors; beam forming network
losses; receiver dynamic range limitations; polarization losses; and platform
position accuracy.

1.6 Recommendations

The recommended configuration for a Butler Matrix type multibeam antenna
system is one that uses several of the DOA techniques described above. The
antenna baseline should be the MB with its cosine illumination beams that
provide good anti-jam capability. Next, the CBS network should be an add-on
so that emitters that are less than a beamwidth away from a cover jammer can
be located. If the ESM system is to operate in a passive environment, the
edge elements should be used as an interferometer for precise DOA information
on short-on-time emitters.

If a Rotman Lens Antenna is used, a beam crossover of approximately 2 dB
will provide nearly uniform location performance across the FOV. The
aperture illumination function should provide a worse case sidelobe level of
about -25 dB. A sidelobe level below -25 dB is not likely to be design
effective because of the small reduction in the Grms that can be obtained in
a jamming situation.

Extreme care must be taken in the design of the antenna aperture so that the
beam voltage ratio response is constant with varing polarization, since

. ~polarization errors are likely to be the most severe error source that
originates in the antenna system.

Because the results of this study are based entirely on theoretical values
and relations, ..n experimental program should be performed whereby the accuracy
of these results can be ascertained. The test antenna can be either a Butler
Matrix or Rotma,, Lens Antenna, since both of these antenna types are currently
used in operational ESM systems.

I" ( 6
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2.0 DETAILED DATA

2.1 Butler Matrix

Figures 1.4-1 to 1.4-6 illustrate the Butler matrix and its uniform illumi-
nation beams. A feature of tne matrix is that each beam port has the full
gain of the array, even if all 1a am ports are used simultaneously. Beam
crossover occurs at -3.9 dB relative to the peak of the beam while the peak
of a beam is coincident with the null of the adjacent beams.

The g rms versus S/N calculations were refnrenced to an incoming signal
arriving at the peak of beam lL or 1R; the field strength of this signal
being such that the output S/N ratio of a receiver connected to 1L or 1R is
the designated valu,

Figures 1.4-22 and 1.4-23 are dB plots of beams 1L, 1R & IL, 2L radiation
patterns. The voltage ratio between the two beams (DOA technique #1) which
is used for DOA determination, is shown as the beam difference since -

20 log VIR = IP(dB)-IL(dB)
VIL

The slope of the beam difference (k) is shown in dB/deg. Examination of
Figures 1.4-22 and 1.4-23 reveal that the 9 rms bearing error is minimum at
the beam crossover and maximum at a beam null. This result is due to a bias
error which is described in Section 2.5 and reference B.

Since the S/N - 15 dB plot occurs at the peak of a beam (+ 7.180), the S/N
ratio at the crossover is actually 15-3.9 - 11.1 dB, due to the antenna gain
characteristic. Therefore, for a signal arriving at the crossover angle,
O %On, and a receiver output S/N ratio of 11.1 dB. the 9 rms bearing error

2.2 Modified Butler Matrix (M8)

The previous section described the uniform illumination beams formed at the
output of a standard Butler Matrix. If we now combine a pair of adjacent
beams in phase, we will create a new beam that has a cosine illumination
function. This new beam ( • ) will suffer a gain loss of 0.92 dB relative
to the peak of a uniform beam, and will have a first sidelobc that is -25 dB
relative to the beam peak as show•' in Figure 1.4-8 (using isotropic elements

e the first sidelobe is down -23 dB). By combining adjacent beam ports we can
generate seven cosine illumination beams. Unfortunately we cannot form two
adjacent cosine beaiws simultaneously without a gain loss.

Figures 1.4-8 to 1.4-11 show the t and A outputs for the cosine
illumination beams. Figure 1.4-12 is a composite of the E beams (which are
designated A-D). Referring to Figures 1.4-24 and 1.4-25, the 9 bearing
error is plotted for the amplitude comparison technique usingts 5 Q L

7
D189-24987-1
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2.2 Modified Butler Matrix (MB) (Continued)

patterns (DOA technique #3). In computing 9rms' the gain values for the MB
beams were lowered by 3 dB to account for the loss in the beam forming net-

work shown below.

BUTLER MATRIX -

14L~ 131, _2T, 'I.L IR 2K 3 Q

POWER DIVIDERS

) L L, L A R CR R

MOPIZIED BUTJLER Ore) oU1T' S

For compgrison purposes, if a signal arrives at the beam crossover angle of
0 =-7.18 , the S/N ratio at the receiver output is 15 dB -3 -3 = 9 dB, and
with P=1 then r 2.56. The poorer performance being due to the lower
values for gain Ad the beam difference slope factor (k).

We can also use the • & A beams for our DOA determination. Note how-
ever, from Figure 1.4-8 that the sidelobes of the difference pattern are only
down -10 dB relative to th's peaks of the difference pattern. The 9 bearing

rms
error for amplitude comparison between E & A (DOA Technique #5) is shown
in Figure 1.4-26. It can be seen that the error increases rapidly at angles
beyond the crossover, which is due to a decreasing value for (k). When the
DOA approaches the null, 9ris increases due to the bias error described in
Section 2.5. !
2.3 Continuous Beam Steering (CBS)

S"* Referring to Figure 1 .4-8 and the beam complements of Figure 1.4-9, if we
combine the two t beams, in a 1/1 amplitude ratio, ie will form the beam
shown in Figure 1.4-14, which has its peak near 0 = 7 . If we change the
combining ratio to .5/1, weohave the pattern shown in Figure 1.4-15 where the
beam peak is now at 9 - 3.5 . It tecomes apparent that by changing the ampli-
tude combining ratio we can synthesize a new beam which can be steered between
the original two beams.

A technique for implementing CBS is shown in Figure 1.4-16. The two phase
shifters (0 and 02) are ganged so that their sum is always equal to it
The derivation of thennetwork equations, where the antenna array facer was
approximated by a cos 9 function, is contained in Appendix 3.1. The relative

sign~l v8 ltage at 0 channels A & B is plotted in Figur. 1.4-17 for :Igna. DOA t s
of 0 , /1, and 14 as a function of tne phase shifter position 0.

D180-24987-1
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2.3 Continuous Beam Steering (CBS)(Continued)

Figures 1.4-18 to 1.4-20 show the relative signal level in the two channels
in dB as a function of 0. A technique for implementing the network is shown
in Figure 1.4-21. If 01 and 02 are set to Tr/2,channels A and B see the
origial beams f n, fn + 1.

Referring to Figure 0.4-20, let us position a jammer at 9 = 80, and adjust
0to a value of 138 . This maximizes the jammer signal level in channel A
agd minimizes it in channel 9. Now if a desired emitter lies at 0 = 7 or
9 , the S/J ratio in chunnel B will be enhanced by the difference between the
crissuver an.' the depth of the null. This nulling technique could provide
a near see-through capability when a jammer and a desired emitter are angularly
separated by less than a beam width.

The DOA c" a continuous signal could also be determined by calibrating the
null versus 0 position. The accuracy o: the DOA measurement would then be
a function of h-w accurately 0 could be measured. It is doubtful that a
siiort-on-time pulsed emitter could be located by this technique, due to bhe
adaptation time of thd null fornling loop.

2.4 Interferometer

The edge elements of the unifor- array, which are 3.5 wavelengths apart, can
be used as an intprfcroneter for dete-nining 3n incoming signal's DOA. The
outputs from the two elements go to a pa),- of matched receivers and then tc
a phase comparator. Tha measured phase difference (0) corresponds to a family
of possible angles of arrival (On) whicn are determined by the following
relationshi p.

sin On u -i - + ) ,...ere n is an integer (1)d IT1

A possible solution exists for every mu'tiple of X /2 spacing between ele-
ments. Referring to Figure 1.4-7, we see seven possible DOA values for r,,y
0. The ambiguities are resolved by measuring the relative amplitude of the
signal it the Butler beam ports (0OA technique #2).

The same technique can be used with the moditied Butler where thp Lasine beams
are formed (0OA technique #4). Howevir, referring to Figure 1.4-13, it Lan
be seen that some of the 0 lines nearly oess through the beam crossovers,
therefore, elimination of the ambiguities is more eIfficult with the broader
cosine beams.

If non-simultaneous operation of the interferometer and the beam forming array
is satisfactory, tne switching technique shown below can be used.

. 0180-24987-1
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* 2.4 Interferometer (Continued)

If simultaneous operation is required, some form of signal splitting technique
is necessary. The technique shown below, although lossy, preserves the
relative gain relations used in the analysis that follows.

TT

BUTIER MATRIX

The measured phase difference 0 is related to DOA angle 0 by the relation j
. 0 2 = d sin 0 (2)

differentiating (2) we have

= T Cos 9 (3)

from reference (c), page 462, the error in phase measurement due to noise is -

[NN 10
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2.4 Interferometer (Continued)

where N/S is the noise to signal power ratio in each channel and P is the
number of measurements that are averaged. Then the 9 error due to onlyrmsthe presence of noise is -

9rm : rms (d9 X A~rms
= Q Xrm

(dO) 2 iT d cosO in radians (5)

or

90 : 9.10 ), Aorms in degrees (6)rms ( d cos g

Figure 1.4-28 is a plot of the interferometer 9rms accuracy as compared to
the Butler (uniform beams) and Modified Butler (cosine beams). In computing
S, the S/N values are referenced to the peaks of beams IL or 1R, except

the interferometer antenna gain is lower by 9 dB,which in turn lowersthe S/N ratio by that value. Figure 1.4-28 is interesting in that near 9 0°

the uniform beam amplitude comparison system is superior to the interfero-
meter. This being true when noise is the only error source (in actual
practice the losses in the Butler Matrix or the interferometer equipment
phase errors could alter this result).

2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation

In order to compute the DOA accuracy of a multibeam antenna amplitude compari-
son system, beam radiation pattern characteristics, beam difference charac-
teristics, and the slope of the beam difference as a function of DOA must be
determined. Radiation patterns were computed using the following
rel ationshi ps :

Et - AleJ l + A2eJ * 2 + . . . A ne (1)

where *n 2itd sin G + 6 (2)

aand Et electric field strength

An amplitude of signal in nth element
d - spacing between elements

0 = angle off broadside
- phase delay between elements

= wavelength

11
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2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation (Continued)

From (1), the space factor (S) as defined in reference (d) is -

S = [(Alcos P1 + " " "AnCoS +n)2+(Alsinil~ + A " "Asin4n) 2 ½(3)

element as-Ang rkd=(k - -.5)dX .5si (X

If the array is boresighted at angle 9o0 the relative phase delay for the
kth element as referenced to the center of the array is rk'

rk 2 7r (k- 0 .5)d singo (4)

Then from (2) and (4)

0- 21(k- -0 .5)dx(sing + sing0 ) (5)

The impact of the element radiation patterns is introduced by multiplying
the space factor (S), 8y the element voltage pattern. For the array
described herein, a 90 HPBW was assumed for the element which says -

S, = Scosl1g (6)

The computation process then consists of defining -

N, the number of elements

d) , the spacing between elements in wavelengths

An, the element amplitude values

o the boresight angle

9, the angle of interest

cos e9 , the element pattern

A radiation pattern in dB is obtained by computing and plotting 10 log (SI)2.

j(.
12
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2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation (Continued)

If we have two independent patterns which are boresighted at angles 91 and
9 2$ and we combine the two in phase, then the space factor is -

Et =A( eJ eJ A2 + ejý2 + ej )+,- A- ( eJn+ ejn (7)

which yields
~Cos

A(cos + Cos [EA (sJ , sin. , ) (8)

where =f( &1)

f( a2)

=. normalizing factor

The relationships used for computing 9 are taken from reference (b) and
are as follows: rmsn

=ms 8.686 + 2 when S/N in both channels (9)
rmsn 7- -7-P is greater than 6 dB

where k is beam difference slope in dB/deg

N1 and N2 are noise-to-signal power ratios at receiver outputs.

P - the number of pulses averaged

rr1s 1c N2 near a null when S/N in one channel is less (10)rmsn cI 2-P- than 6 dB.
where N ratio of noise power in null channel to

12 signal power in sum channel

c = the beam voltage ratio slope in v/deg

bls N N where -6 dBeS/N-c6 dB (11)
{bias 4-c 12

13
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2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation (Continued)

"9 tb- N where S/N in null is less than -6 dB. (12)Obias :2C 1
12

Equations (11) and (12) represent bias errors caused by noise in the null
channel output. For example, in the diagram shown below if a signal arrives
at 9o, and is buried in the noise of the null channel, the ratio of the null
channel output (noise) to the sum channel signal will correspond (in look-up
table) to a DOA at 9l* This then is a bias error and is independent of the

number of pulses averaged. e

NOISE

Therefore, to compute the total Q rms error, we will rss the noise error of

equation (10) with the bias errors of equations (11) and (12) to get -

9rms =l N12 (2P-+) for -6 dB < S/N < 6 dB (13)

r l N12 +* ) for S/N in one channel < -6dB (14).•(rms c 12 (7 +P

and repeating equation (9 where no bias error exists

8.686 N1 + N2  for S/N )>6 dB in both channels (15)
9rms k 2P

In the process of computing the radiation patterns, the space factor data
S' (in voltage) is stored and later used to compute k and c. The noise to
signal power ratios are computed by first inputting a referenced S/N ratio
(in dB) at the peak of beam 1L. The antenna gain values are then used to
determine the N/S power ratio existing at the angle of interest by using
the following-

14
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2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation (Continued)

N S/N(peak in dB) -Gain Loss (dB) 1I
12 10 (16)

Figure 1.4-29 is a plot of the computed grins for the uniform illumination

Butler, using equations (13), (14), and (15). Since the stepped discontinuities
are unrealistic, a smoothing function was created.

From equations (10) and (12)

9bias ermsn 71 (17)

122 P 71then + rmsnrms rmsn 2 (18)

Since the last term represents the bias error, which only exists when S/N
<6 dB, we will introduce the multiplying factor (F), which is antenna

gain dependent.

let F = 1 - 10 (S/N-6+G)/l 2(19)

where S/N is in dB at peak of beam IL

G is null antenna relative gain at angle of interest and is IS.• always 16 0.

for example) if the r 8 fepence S/N - 15 dB and G--9 (corresponding to 6 dB
S/N ratio) F (1-10 0 and the bias term vanishes.

If the exponent is greater than 0, then the S/N ratio at the angle of interest
is greater than 6 dB, so the bias term is discarded. As G - c - o ,

F --- 1, and the bias term is totally included.

Introducing the smoothing function into equation (18) we have for OIrms

9ris Grnn I ~(20)

"4 " r s(approximate) is shown in Figure 1.4-29 using equation (20)

i 15
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2.5 DOA Accuracy Derivation (Continued)

Doubling the length of the aperture will double the value for (k) and lower
the N/S ratio by 1/2. From equation (9), the reduction factor for arms is -

8.686 N
k _2 "i =2.8 (21)

8.6862k

The Orms calculations were performed on an HP-982U using the programs shown

in Appendices 3.2 and 3.3.

2.6 External Noise Impact on DOA Accuracy (Jamming-)

If an external noise source (i.e., jammer) lies in the FOV, under certain
conditions its presence can cause a significant increase in arms bearing

error. In order to determine the relative performance of the Butler and MB
in a jammin 8 environment, a scenario was examined wterein a desired signal
lies at O-0 , and a jamming signal eminates from 0-280 , where it is outside I
a main beam, but at the peak of a sidelobe. A minimum S/N requirement of
13 dB was chosen for signal recognition. This corresponds to 6 a 90% proba-
bility of detection and a maximum false alarm rate of I (10)' (Reference C,
Page 34). I
The asalysis was performed as follows: Let's assume we have an emitter at
-7.18 , and its field strength ii such that the S/N output of receiver
IL is 30 d8 when using the Butler antenna. We will position a M8 above the
Butler and swing both antennas so that the emitter now lies at g-o . The
S/N ratio of four identical receivers (two for each antenna) is derived from
Figures 1.4-2, 1,4-6, 1.4-8 and 1.4-9. Remembering that we must lower the
MB S/N ratio by an additional 3 d8 due to the beamport power divider loss:

S/N (dB) N/S (Power)

Butler Receiver IL 26 .0025

Butler Receiver IR 26 .0025

MB Receiver A 26 .0025

MB Receiver BL 17 .02

16
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2.6 External Noise Impact on DOA Accuracy (Jamming) (Continued)

Next, let the fie~d strength of the jammer signal when measured at our
antenna, be -3 dB relative to the desired signal. Then the S/J ratios at
the beamport outputs of our two antennas are:

S/J (dB J/S (Power)

Butler Receiver 1L 17 .02

Butler Receiver 1R 13 .05

MB Receiver A 28 .0016

MB Receiver BL 29 .00126

Next, combining the signal, receiver noise and jammer powers:

Total N/S,(dB) Total N/S (Power)

Butler Receiver IL -16 .0225

Butler Receiver IR -12.8 .0525

MB Receiver A -23.8 .0041

MB Receiver B8 -16.7 .0212

Since the S/N ratio is greater than 6 dB in all receivers, we can compute

arms using equation (9), Section 2.5.

8.686 .0225 + .0525 (1)
Butler rs 0.673

KB 9rms M 8.68-- 212 0.6120 (2)

If we eliminate the janer,

Butler 9rMs 0 0.1740

MB 9rms = 0.5760

The performance degradation is .6730 3.87 for the ButlerS( ~.174o

• i 17
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2.6 External Noise Impact on DOA Accuracy (Jamming) (Continued)

.6120
and :576 = 1.06 for the MB.

From the above, it can be seen that although the uniform illumination Butler
can provide the superior performance at 9=00, its performance is more severely
affected by the presence of external noise, which is due of course to its
higher sidelobe level.

The effect of S/J and S/N ratios on 0rms was computed and plotted. Results

are shown in Figure 1.4-31. The plot reveals that the MB can operate over
a much wider S/J range, but at the sacrifice of DOA accuracy in a quiet
environment.

If we compare the MB DOA accuracy with another antenna which has sidelobes
that are 5 dB lower, but has the same aperture efficiency (using a Taylor
Distribution),

MB receiver AX--S/J - 33 dB than J,'S - .0005

MB receiver L.---S/J = 34 dQ then J/S - .0004

TOTAL N/SA • .0005 + .0025 - .003

TOTAL N/SB .0O04 + .02 - .0204

then

8.686 .003 .+87 . 09 (Ma9 a 0.96 (3)

Therefore, towering the peak sidelobe from -25 dB to -30 d8 reduced gris by

about 4%.

2.7 Cross Polarization Impact on DOA Accuracy

If the antenna does not have a polarization measurement capability, then the
output voltage ratio, which is determined by measuring an incoming signal
amplitude at two adjacent beamport,;, will correspond to a par'0icular D0A as
determined by a "look-up table". This table will have values which are based
upon the antenna's response to the calibration signal's polarization. An error
may occur in the D0A determination unless the ratio is constant for all signdIl
polarizations.

18
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2.7 Cross Polarization Impact on DOA Accuracy (Continued)

This would require the antenna aperture to have elements which did not deviate
in response with differing polarizations and angles of arrival. This
characteristic may not be too difficult to obtain if the antenna is linearly
polarized. However, with circular polarization an axial ratio of at least
3 dB is likely to occur somewhere in the FOV. If we assume a signal arrives
at an angle where a 3 dB error occurs, a bias error will result which is a
function of the beam difference slope. Referri8g to the beam difference line
of Figure 1.4-24, if 8he signal arrives at -7.2 , a 3 dB error would create
a bias error of + 2.3 . With the uniform beamn, the err~r is less pronounced
due to the larger value for k and is about 1.2 near 0=0 . The total error
woula then be the rss of the polarization bias and the noise errors,

As can be seen from the above, the Qr error due to polarization response
deficiencies can easily exceed the erPRr due to receiver noise. If the
antenna is to provide excellent DOA information for all polarizations, then
it must have an excellent axial ratio or have a polarization measurement
capability and corresponding look-up table.

I

19
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HP-982C PROGRAM FOR -0-rms APPROXIMATE
- (use when S/N <-6dB)

,ME: ,ONOPULSE .DO
A ACC ePF:-".IHIfA7 E7tT "NHU. OF E:ERiM

F r 7 3' '; TE8:L E_-:.- I-

L., THETA-E.'-, 6 E T "H • :Eli T F, E, j•

IGH TkETA- DEG" R ý

I 0 T I-
t , ,_- DELTA ID

SC:L F:46 P4 7-4.5: "B, F

t; A-114P4a>4R4' 4R '2' -'-:F 1÷R4 .•O•.-9.: ENlT. EHT -.S'- .- "3"

FOP jsIFPFiT">R29 : 23:-

C•' .b :- P.:2; E H T P 24: 1+ F

"E;ý'T 9 FOR S:=_ECPR
T"-F: I"- F R32=9; '•";S I R:F., -

CoU, :SP-V OLT

3GE 3, P30 I F
7: - -

EfT SPACING R31 RACOS R44+R41+F:4

3: I8
Ei'!T 'U1-1. ELEM. Rj L RP.44*Ri4,2R4
"R' 3 R331- F

tIT A I!HLUE IF FH295-LRUREI

10: IF R33AR;GTO "P"

V.-• El T R4*,R R IF R ?51,e;I+e

4* I
!!: 31:

"K";EHT RA;RFI÷R( IF R35+35>B I+B•"
RO3•-.g~- !B;1÷R;GTO "Q"I-

IF R:3n.2> R++A÷A cOS ZtR3•-,,'R34*
ZGTO ""1'- AE:S .(R441t2+R42t

3: 21 v-:R4^1"
: OR34M4I÷R 33:

14: R43/rR35-PR45F
"M";RA-RR344R34F A41

To .5I IF R.2-9;R454R(S
"IF R33>AiR +A+R; I +R39) F-

GTO M"F
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:FPC2_=9;F R FI ENT S, N-'B" Y; R
_0 I + p-3 A.~-. -R39;FPEN.

R~Z 4E.,R4?,-5, 5
P LT jL CG, rR*I545F E NT " NU pP". a o F

1 p 0 '5 +P--Tt)+RI (5+R314 ~- 9K-LO 2: TI1~

IF FLG IGTO 40F-51
39: - (Y4-+2El(LOG (RI101

PEN ;GT 0 30- F + 0+
40 )-LOG 2) )/104R50

PEN ;SCL R46!,A47 I/ I/lOtR50o4R501-
252:

R46-1-Z; R31:5:
42:

R R ( 101 + P,:' 9R it2 0 FP.4C LO0 (F:. (: 5~R,39 ,R t151 5 1+FR'39;,Rr1I:+ R 3

k ' 54:.
PLT Z..LOL~G Rk-'1 'F R4'49'.25;IF R5

I~ ~ ~ +p39,F 2--5;PL T Z+.5P444: 0' 1 f 1 -686,E/SM(R4IF R47ý,-7R:0vZ447 '7 +-

R Z*. R F9 ; GT 0 55:
R.- *"-6+20(Lc" fR(1&3
45: 1+R39) +R ( 10)2.R:3
-PENI R46-*-; @+R39'1

4R-W
46: 56:.
SCL Rz4 6R4 7 -2 5, ~ : 4(4'R

57.;
"S";PLT Z+.5R409 IF 0>R53;F'Lr Z+.20(LQG R(152+R39 SR40,Ci-(1+1.57R4
;-LOG R(151+R3,91 8. tR 2
J!R4eI-

4I: 0 1 P 4 2Z +R 4 CR4 11IF R47>Z+4;~ 11 1.P93+: .-;;9'+P-R40; R40 C.I

Cr0O "S"F -
END F

Apipendix 3.2
66
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.'-•6 : "3 " PLT ":+,.-,P4c1
r...-" L +. !5. R..t.il

-: : ..... . .31~~~~~~~~ + R ::' -. .44

Er- ."$..UD : . Y;o :
., B 3 P 41'•, + R

Ig R41C R 4"' 5R 4

. -F :LG' 1; Gi- ; E-LOT 2:'.I :4:-

FE - ;G.i:, 2 _i *';

3 .- C. - L - .*2 "[ +
- 4 ,.SAR39.0 Z-Z I4,4 I. 'P:R'.52-+491

; I i+ R :3:'? ""RR :: '-A ; GET 0 "

47: "- O" - SPLT•

IFR(5+R9" 9+P539) +R ( I :+3

.51R39FL ;ST 4 1- t )F-LOG ".I' -" -iR5O )

3'R :30

4t3: I/'LT ZR5R48:O

PLT R , 4 -'.,'- +,E TB RD 5 R

FEN "::RL-:L [R:4;:44

F 2:

SQLf'* -.1~R?- TO "'F

5"5

,- '74IL- + :E

-LOG-

{• + R:3-: +R_ 4 "[, R4' 13

" "~~LO " -P•.5;FR
47: .9 +, R o.R3

r -LOG 2).-', ) /I Ci-; R4
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